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When Trump knowingly accepted Russian help and obstructed the doj

investigation and lied to the American people about who attacked our elections or

extorting Ukraine the republicans didn't provide a valid counter argument

they asked "who unmasked?" or leaked or whistleblew

when Trump gave his acting officials and son-in-law and cabinet members security clearances that they didn't get cleared

for Republicans look the other way

When he sided with Putin in Helsinki Republicans were in Moscow in secret meetings they voted not to release the transcript

When handed election security bills the Republicans voted against all but one of them which would strengthen funding for

the machines that McConnell uses in his state

They helped Trump rail against the special counsel investigation into interference in our election

When a federal judge said Bill Barr had misrepresented that report they ignored it

When their own senate Intel report came out and said that Trump Associates were actively working to disseminate Russian

misinformation into our public discourse during the election

And Ratcliffe said he wouldn't breathe the Intel committee on the interference

GOP ignored it.

They attacked any Witness of Trumps obstruction and or the obstruction of his associates and cabinet and staff during both

the Russia investigation and the impeachment hearing

They attacked American heroes and our own ambassadors

They ignored when Rudy Giuliani was stalking a Russian Ambassador with men who have since been indicted for dumping 

millions of dollars into Republican campaign, whom they know on a first-name basis, they lied about it even though Nunes
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was in direct contact

Over the course of the four years that we had a president controlled by Russia and protected by Republicans and

Aggro-progs refer to the attack on our election as a hoax

The same lawyers and PR people who got in trouble for showing anti magnitsky films at the Newseum the night

Of the Don Jr collusion conspiracy meeting, to which he invited Jared Kushner, worked as Tulsi's PR cleanup guys also (see

Chris Cooper, Potomac Square)

Bannon tried to bring her aboard Trump's cabinet early on also

I had long hoped to see even one piece of Fallout surrounding the Russian infiltration and the mob money going into

Republican campaigns from different places, just one law enforcement body question Marco Rubio making a video trying to

discredit his own committee Intel report

Just one investigation into the obvious stuff that we could all see with our own eyes, everyone who watched the gates

hearings and the Comey hearings and the sessions hearings where he had like 15 recusal violations, and have a feeling of

relief knowing that they won't

be as Intrepid to do this again but the reality is the Republicans have been showing people like Alexander Torshin are

polling stations since like 2010 and nobody has done shit to stop them

The reality is that Rosenstein and Mueller put the ball down and walked away

Accountability is going to be hard-fought and we may never see it, today they're thinking about letting some of the

insurrectionists from the capitol go

Yesterday Donald Trump left office and I didn't see a single sealed indictment for any of his extortion or bribery or treason

The government accountability office and a federal judge respectively found that Mike Pompeo and William Barr had both

violated the law

Pompeo for his role the Ukraine bribery and Ambassador stalking

William Barr for how he appointed an oversight committee

Where are charges?

And yes I know that there were some people held to account and there would have been some accountability for other

people like Bannon had Trump not issued a bunch of Pardons and he wouldn't have had to issue pardons if there was no

account

It's not good enough, 4 years we've watched as Republicans obviously defrauded the people of the United States of 

America in a conspiracy to conceal Donald Trump's crimes



 

They didn't just conceal his crimes they helped him murder us with this information about a deadly virus

Some of them participated in inciting an Insurrection and the rest of them are fine with it

Some of them asked other state election officials to throw a democratic vote and some of them put out fake drop boxes so

people couldn't mail their ballots

None of them denounced his

Attempt to overthrow the free and fair election or all of his disinformation until a terrorist mob was sent to congress and on

their way

By people like Giuliani who was actually stalking an American ambassador and falsifying State Department docs... who is

still free

And we saw what happened at the Capitol, we saw them saying that they wanted to start a second Civil War here since

2018 and we saw things ramp up for over 2 years and especially in the weeks leading up to the insurrection

Where. were. the. helpers?

Giuliani was stalking an *American Ambassador in Ukraine*... for Russian made Oligarchs and Trump
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